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3. GLOSSARY 
C1, C2, C3 Research Cycle 1, 2, 3 

C1-NRT C1 Naturalistic Road Tests 

C1-NST C1 Naturalistic Simulation Tests 

C2-CRT C2 Controlled environment Road Tests 

C2-CST C2 Controlled environment Simulation Tests 

FoV Field of View 

PTW Powered Two-Wheeler 

SE Simulator Environment 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

UDP User Datagram Protocol 
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4. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This document defines the hardware and software requirements of the SimuSafe Simulator system. 

Within the SIMUSAFE project Work Package 3, the consortium partners develop a Simulator 
Environment (SE) that will be used to perform Simulation Tests with car drivers, motorbike riders, 
cyclists and pedestrians. 

The Simulation Tests are performed as part of the three research cycles of the project following this 
procedure: 

 Cycle 1: The Naturalistic Simulation Tests (C1-NST) will be carried out just after the Naturalistic 

Road Tests (C1-NRT). Each volunteer will perform the same role in both the NST and NRT in 

order to produce comparable data. The results of these naturalistic tests will be used to 

improve the simulator system. 

 Cycle 2: Controlled Environment tests will take place both on a test track (C2-CRT Controlled 

environment Road Tests) and in simulation (C2-CST Controlled environment Simulation Tests). 

The simulated scenarios are designed to closely match the real-life scenarios. The results of C2 

will again be used to improve the simulator system. 

 Cycle 3: The consortium partners will use data from the previous cycles in order to refine the 

Simulator Environment. Drivers, riders and pedestrians in Altered Conditions will participate in 

C3 simulation tests. 

Notes at the time of submitting this document: some modifications were needed during the execution 
of the project: 

 The C1-NRT were performed in 2018, the C1-NST have been delayed during the project and will 

start in March 2020. 

 The C2-CST were performed in January and February 2020. The C2-CRT will start in March 

2020. There is no problem in carrying on the tests of C2 in parallel with C1 as the output of 

these test are needed only for Cycle 3. 

 As soon as the C1 and C2 data analyses give their first findings they will be input into the 

simulators to start C3. 
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5. SIMULATOR ENVIRONMENT REQUIREMENTS 
The Simulator Environment (SE) is defined as a set of modules that use the client-server model in order 
to communicate between each other. This model is required in order to be able to host multi-user, 
concurrent simulation sessions, where four types of actors (drivers, motorbike riders, cyclists and 
pedestrians) can interact with each other in real time. 

5.1. Network and Communications architecture 

The modules of the SE are distributed over a set of computers, which use a LAN network in order to 
communicate with each other. Other hardware modules, such as cockpits, sensors and/or controllers 
can be connected to the system using a variety of protocols that are defined on a per-module basis. 

The specifications of the modular architecture have gone through several iterations before reaching an 
agreement on which modules have to communicate with which. The final architecture is described in 
Figure 1 and Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1 - Data flow between modules 
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Figure 2 - Legend to Fig. 1 

For each of the modules in the SE, a set of hardware and software requirements have to be defined. 
This document covers the requirements for each of them. 

5.2. Database Specification 

The simulation is hosted in IFSTTAR’s ArchiSIM module, which defines and contains all the actors that 
participate in the simulation, whether real or simulated. 

For the ArchiSIM module to be able to run the simulation, the virtual world must be defined using an 
abstract representation of the traffic elements. The representation must provide all the geometric and 
semantic elements that form the road network. This is what we call the common database. 

The semantic definition of traffic elements consists of several levels: 

 A geometric description of the roads, which describes the layout of the road surface and its 
shape. It can be defined using a set of 3D points, or using splines. 

 The road network layout, defining the junctions between the different roads and how vehicles 
move through said junctions. 

 The lateral profile of the roads. This consists of a left to right description of the line markings, 
lane width and lane use. 

 All the vertical and horizontal signs for each road, including pedestrian crossings, traffic lights, 
and bus stops. Each type of sign uses specific parameters to define their meaning. 

 
The specific way of defining these levels is done by using a mark-up language similar to XML, and 
including all relevant attributes for each traffic element. This definition is created offline (i.e. during 
the definition of the virtual environment instead of during the real-time simulations), matching 3D 
virtual environment to make the simulated actors behave consistently with the 3D visualization.  
 
It is important to remember that the road network database is not created with the goal of faithfully 
representing the 3D environment. Instead, it is created in order to induce behaviour into simulated 
agents. Therefore, some inconsistencies between the 3D representation and the semantic definition 
are not only allowed, but even beneficial in some cases. 
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5.3. Client Module Specifications 

Some of the specifications for all the SimuSafe clients are similar for all user types. 

Hardware 

All SimuSafe clients must use one dedicated computer per user. In order for a single computer to be 
able to run the simulation smoothly, a set of hardware requirements have been defined. Each 
computer must include, at least: 

 A high-end processor, such as Intel i7-7880 or better. 

 A dedicated gaming graphics card, NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti or better. NVIDIA cards must be used due 
to their native support to PhysX physics simulation, which will be used in SimuSafe. 

 16GB of RAM or more. 

 An Ethernet Network card. 

 A web cam to record the user face, except in the case of the pedestrian. 
 

Software 

The common software requirements for the SimuSafe client modules are as follows: 

 The clients must be able to show an image of the simulation as it would be seen by a car driver, 
motorcycle rider, cyclist or pedestrian, depending on the user type. 

 The quality of the SE in terms of graphics must be realistic in terms of geometry, textures and 
illumination. 

 The dynamics simulation must be realistic when it comes to reaction to user input, interaction 
with the virtual environment and physics simulation. 

 The refresh rate of the image must be at least 60 frames per second (fps). However, the use of 
HMDs will require a minimum of 90 fps in order to reduce motion sickness. 

 The communication between all computers (including user input, state of the simulation) must 
be implemented using a network communication protocol such as UDP. 

 The clients must run on a computer using a Windows operating system. 

 The clients must be developed using Unity3D. 
 

5.3.1. Car Simulator 

Hardware 

Users driving a car in the SE will use a set of hardware that should look and feel like a car as much as 
possible, within the budget of the project. ITCL is in charge of designing or selecting the cockpit to be 
used. 

As agreed by the partners, the car cockpit must include at least the following hardware elements: 

 Steering wheel with force feedback. 

 Accelerator, brake and clutch pedals. 

 A gear shifter. 

 Handbrake. 

 Lighting, wipers and turning lights levers. 

 A car seat that can be adjusted for taller or shorter users. 
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 A set of three screens providing at least 160 degrees of horizontal field of view (FoV) and at least 
36 degrees of vertical FoV.  

 
Commercially available hardware will be used for as many of the parts as possible in order to reduce 
the time and effort that will be needed should any of the parts break. The Thrustmaster T500RS 
steering wheel, its pedals, and the Thrustmaster TH8RS gear shifter will be used. 

An auxiliary dashboard for the exhibition of simulated GPS was proposed, but will be displayed in the 
simulation instead, reducing the hardware costs while providing the same amount of information. 

The use of a motion platform has been discarded due to the extra cost that it would mean for the 
project.  

In order to calculate the ideal screen placement for the car cockpit, ITCL has created a comparison 
chart (Figure 3) that shows the screen size and angle for a given distance to the user. The chart uses a 
minimum vertical FoV of 36 degrees and applies an optional FoV correction (GFoV ratio) as detailed in 
Diels & Parkes (2009) Geometric field of view manipulations affect perceived speed in driving 
simulators. Simulation-enthusiast forums and websites have been checked in order to better 
understand what can be done to increase immersion and realism. 

For cycle I, no GFoV ratio will be applied. It will only be considered for cycles II and III if users are found 
to have issues perceiving speed correctly in the SE. 

Following advice from COU in terms of motion sickness, the partners have decided that the three 
screens will be placed one metre away from the user. As stated in the chart, the cockpits will include 
three 52-inch screens, placed at an angle of 58 degrees. This setup provides a horizontal FoV of 174 
degrees. 
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Figure 3 - Screen placement comparison chart 

 

Figure 4 - Screen placement blueprints 

Since 52-inch screens are rarely available, partners will be able to use 49 to 55-inch screens, which are 
commercially available from most TV manufacturers. The usual price range for TVs of those sizes is also 
within the project budget. Partners using car cockpits will source their own TVs.  

The distance to the user and placement angle will be adjusted for the final TV size using the following 
formulae, which have been used to create the comparison chart. 

Distance in 

metres

Geometric 

FoV ratio

Screen 

height in 

metres

Screen 

width in 

metres

Screen size 

in diagonal 

inches

Screen 

placement 

angle

Horizontal 

FoV covered 

by the 

screens

Simulated 

FoV

0,75 1 0,48 0,85 38 59 177 177

0,75 1,1 0,44 0,78 35 54 162 178,2

0,75 1,2 0,4 0,71 32 50 150 180

1 1 0,64 1,13 51 58 174 174

1 1,1 0,58 1,03 46 54 162 178,2

1 1,2 0,53 0,94 42 50 150 180

1,25 1 0,81 1,43 64 59 177 177

1,25 1,1 0,73 1,29 58 54 162 178,2

1,25 1,2 0,66 1,17 52 50 150 180

1,5 1 0,97 1,72 77 59 177 177

1,5 1,1 0,88 1,56 70 54 162 178,2

1,5 1,2 0,8 1,42 64 50 150 180

2 1 1,29 2,29 103 59 177 177

2 1,1 1,17 2,07 93 54 162 178,2

2 1,2 1,07 1,9 85 50 150 180

Constants Metres rounded to two decimal places.

VFoV 36 Angles rounded to nearest integer.

Aspect 1,77777778 Inches rounded to nearest integer.
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𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 2 ∗ tan (
𝑉𝐹𝑜𝑉

2 ∗ 𝐺𝐹𝑜𝑉 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜
) ∗ 𝑑 

𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ∗ 𝑎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡 

𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 2 ∗ arctan (
𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ

2 ∗ 𝑑
) 

Input signals 

The cockpit will be connected to one of the SIMUSER clients and will provide the input signals that the 
SIMUSER server needs in order to calculate the status of the simulation. Figure 4 shows the input 
signals that the cockpit must be able to generate and their data types. 
 

 

Figure 5 - Input signals from the car cockpit 

 

Software 

The software that will be used in the car clients must be able to provide a realistic, believable and 
controllable car simulation that reacts to user input in a way that mimics the behaviour of a real car. 

The car client will read all the input signals from the cockpit and send them to the server module, 
where those signals will be used to simulate the behaviour of a car. The server will then send a full 
status update to the client, which will show the results of the simulation. 

In order to produce a realistic car simulation, the SIMUSER module will include a car dynamics module. 
This module is responsible for calculating the status of the simulated car, using both the cockpit status 
and the virtual environment data as input. 

The car dynamics module must be able to: 

 Calculate the behaviour of a real engine depending on the user input. 

Input signal Value type

Steering wheel position Analog [-1 to 1]

Throttle pedal position Analog [0 to 1]

Brake pedal position Analog [0 to 1]

Clutch pedal position Analog [0 to 1]

Gear lever position Digital [-1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

Handbrake position Analog [0 to 1]

Turning light position Digital [-1, 0, 1]

Warning light status Digital [0, 1]

Position light status Digital [0, 1]

Low beam light status Digital [0, 1]

High beam light status Digital [0, 1]

Front fog light status Digital [0, 1]

Rear fog light status Digital [0, 1]

Front windshield wiper position Digital [0, 1, 2, 3]

Back windshield wiper position Digital [0, 1]

Seatbelt status Digital [0, 1]

Horn status Digital [0, 1]

Key status Digital [0, 1, 2]
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 Apply gear shifting and implement its effects on the vehicle movement. 

 Activate simulated vehicle safety measures such as ABS or traction control when necessary. 

 Simulate suspension, traction for each of the wheels in the car. 

 Account for the virtual environment conditions, especially the shape and characteristics of the 
roads. 

 Simulate the use of headlamps, turning lights, windshield wipers. 

 Calculate collisions against other elements in the simulation. 
 
Since there will be up to three car users and the dynamics simulation is performed by the SIMUSER 
server, the previous calculations have to be performed efficiently, in a way that guarantees that each 
simulated car gets updated at least 50 times per second. 
 
In terms of visualization, car clients will feature a three-screen setup, which must be updated at least 
60 times per second. The simulation cameras will render the specific part of the simulated 
environment that would be seen from the drivers’ perspectives if they were seated inside the virtual 
car. 
 
The vertical FoV generated by the software will be 36 degrees, matching the physical size of the real 
screens. The horizontal FoV will be roughly 180 degrees. 

 

5.3.2. Powered Two-Wheeler Simulator 

Hardware 

Users riding a powered two-wheeler (PTW) in the SE will use a set of hardware that should look and 
feel like a scooter (C1 and C2) and then motorcycle (C3, including gears) as much as possible, within 
the budget of the project. ITCL and COU are in charge of designing or selecting the cockpit to be used. 

As agreed by the partners, the PTW cockpit must include at least the following hardware elements: 

 Handlebar. 

 A throttle. 

 A gear shifter. 

 A clutch lever. 

 Front brake hand lever. 

 Rear brake pedal. 

 Lighting, wipers, horn, and turning signals levers. 

 Ignition key or button. 

 Leaning sensors. 

 Three screens with a similar configuration as the ones in the car. 
 
Commercially available hardware will be used for as many of the parts as possible in order to reduce 
the time and effort that will be needed should any of the parts break. Additional elements such as a 
motion platform will not be used due to a limited budget.  

COU recognizes that there are a variety of mitigation strategies that may help prevent simulator 
sickness. D3.2, Simulation Sickness Mitigation Strategies, will cover additional steps that partners may 
include to minimize simulation sickness in cockpit users. For instance, Coventry will be installing a fan 
to blow on the users. It is thought additional haptic feedback on the front end may aid this as well.   
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Other researchers have noted that some users get simulator sickness due to the lack of feedback when 
turning as well as when the frame rate is below 90fps. 

The PTW cockpit will follow the same 3-monitor set up as described in the Car Simulator section 
above. See Figure 4 for general placement and specifications. This arrangement will be modified as 
needed to be specific to the needs of PTW cockpit users.  

Input signals 

The cockpit will be connected to one of the SIMUSER clients and will provide the input signals that the 
SIMUSER server needs in order to calculate the status of the simulation. Figure 6 shows the input 
signals that the cockpit must be able to generate and their data types. 
 

 

Figure 6 – Input signals from the PTW cockpit 

Software 

The software that will be used in the PTW clients must be able to provide a realistic, believable and 
controllable motorcycle or scooter simulation that reacts to user input in a way that mimics the 
behaviour of a real powered two-wheeler.  

Simulating the behaviour of any two-wheeled vehicle in real time is an extremely complex task. Since 
the goal of the project is to model user behaviour instead of vehicle dynamics, a simple model will be 
used.  

C1 starts with the PTW cockpit set up as a scooter simulator, with automatic or no gear shifting, and 
without considering leaning or counter steering. C2 uses similar behaviour to be more similar to the 
real model selected for test in the real track. For C3 the PTW dynamics model will more closely 
resemble a motorcycle by changing the transmission from automatic to manual, by modifying the 
model to include gear shifting and a clutch. The dynamics model will also change the acceleration code 
to allow the simulation user to accelerate at rates more like a motorcycle than a scooter.  

Input Value type

Handlebar position Analog value from -1 to 1

Inclination Analog value from -1 to 1

Throttle position Analog value from 0 to 1

Rear brake pedal position Analog value from 0 to 1

Front brake lever position Analog value from 0 to 1

Clutch lever position Analog value from 0 to 1

Gear lever position Discrete values [Rear, Neutral, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5...]

Left and right turning lights positionDiscrete ON/OFF state

Turning light position Discrete [LEFT, NONE, RIGHT]

Warning light status Discrete ON/OFF state

Position light status Discrete ON/OFF state

Low beam light status Discrete ON/OFF state

High beam light status Discrete ON/OFF state

Front fog light status Discrete ON/OFF state

Rear fog light status Discrete ON/OFF state

Horn status Discrete ON/OFF state

Key status Discrete OFF/CONTACT/IGNITION states

Head look direction Vector
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The dynamics model will not require users to maintain their own balance at any point during the 
project because the used hardware does not allow leaning of the user. 

5.3.3. Bicycle Simulator 

Hardware 

Participants riding a bicycle in the Simulator Environment (SE) will use an actual bicycle mounted and 
accompanied by a set of hardware that should recreate the look and feel of the bicycle-riding 
experience as possible, within the budget of the project. Coventry has followed the guidelines for 
similar bicycle simulators and modified them as needed with respect to available components, lessons 
learned, and available budget. 
As agreed by the partners, the bicycle cockpit must include at minimum the following hardware 
elements: 

 Handlebar. 

 Front and rear hand brakes with brake levers. 

 A crank set and pedals. 

 A seat post that can be adjusted for taller or shorter users. 

 A smart bicycle trainer to hold bicycle steady and provide resistance to rear wheel 

 Sensors to collect data from selected variables. 

 A step-through frame that allows accessible mounting for riders of all ages and abilities. 

 A set of three screens providing at least 160 degrees of horizontal field of view (FoV) and at 
least 36 degrees of vertical FoV.  

Commercially available hardware will be used for as much of the sensor package as possible in order to 
reduce the time and effort that will be needed should any of the parts break. The bicycle will be 
mounted on a standard Kinetic Rock and Roll smart trainer, and over-the-counter sensors will be 
mounted for data collection. The trainer and its sensors will connect via USB and Bluetooth. 

A motion platform had been considered to more accurately simulate the bicycle lean while turning but 
has been abandoned due to the extra cost that it would mean for the project.  

Following advice from other universities with bicycle simulators, in order to minimize the potential 
simulator sickness, Coventry will also be installing a fan to blow on the users. The smell of the tires and 
brake pads may trigger simulator sickness. 

Given the position of a cyclist and his/her ability to view their surroundings easily by turning his/her 
head, an HMD would be ideal in terms of perception. The HMD would allow cyclists to look around, 
behind, and down more easily than if screens were used instead. The HMDs have a FoV of 110 
degrees. However, in-house testing with HMDs has resulted in loss of balance, simulation sickness and 
in one case the cyclist fell off the bicycle. Therefore, the 3-screen setup that was described for cars will 
be used for the bicycle cockpit too. 

Input Signals 

The following table describes the input signals that the bicycle cockpit must provide. 

Input Value type 

Handlebar position Analog value from -1 to 1 

Inclination Analog value from -1 to 1 

Pedals/crank set RPM Analog value from 0 to an arbitrary limit 
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Rear wheel RPM Analog 

Rear brake lever 
position 

Analog value from 0 to 1 

Front brake lever 
position 

Analog value from 0 to 1 

Head look direction Vector 

Figure 7 – Input signals from the bicycle cockpit 

 

Software 

The software that will be used in the bicycle clients must be able to provide a realistic, believable and 
controllable bicycle simulation that reacts to user input in a way that mimics the behaviour of a real 
bicycle.   

The development of a bicycle dynamics model is affected by the same issues that apply to the PTW 
dynamics model. A simple model will be used. 

Given the difficulty in modelling the physics of a two-wheeler, the dynamics model for the bicycle 
simulator will be self-balancing, which can be achieved by using a very narrow, 4-wheel vehicle. The 
bicycle dynamics model will proportionately respond to the user’s pedalling speed and power by 
moving the bicycle within the environment at a representative speed.  The model will collect data on 
variables such as speed, lean angle, braking, and handlebar position.  

5.3.4. Pedestrian Simulator 

Hardware 

Users that participate in the simulations as pedestrians pose the biggest challenge in terms of 
hardware. While the option of using gamepad controllers has not been completely discarded, it has 
been considered that it would completely invalidate user behaviour data. The goal of the pedestrian 
hardware must be to provide immersion and to mimic how a pedestrian moves through the 
environment. 

With the goal of increasing immersion, pedestrians will use a virtual reality HMD, providing full head 
tracking and the freedom to look around themselves. Room scale virtual reality setups like HTC Vive 
allow users to walk on the real world while translating that movement to the virtual world in a one-to-
one scale. However, this ability is limited by the amount of available space in the room. 

Research has been conducted in order to allow room scale setups to act as a de-facto infinite space 
(SUN, Qi, et al. Towards virtual reality infinite walking: dynamic saccadic redirection. ACM Transactions 
on Graphics (TOG), 2018, vol. 37, no 4, p. 67). However, the status of the technology is experimental at 
best, and would only work in small virtual scenarios, which is not the case. 

The ability to walk in the environment without being limited by the physical space has been solved for 
the most part by using omnidirectional treadmills. These pieces of hardware act as a running treadmill, 
with the advantage that the user can walk or run in any direction. The most common type of hardware 
consists of a stationary ring that surrounds and holds the user by their waist, and a slippery bowl-
shaped surface where special shoes slide, producing the input signals that are needed to move inside 
the simulation.  
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Using an omnidirectional treadmill is supposed to reduce simulation sickness thanks to the fact that 
the users are actually moving. In-house testing with first-time VR users showed less cases of simulation 
sickness than with stationary cockpits or other types of vehicles. These users also reported that the use 
of the omnidirectional treadmill required some training in order to be able to comfortably move 
around the simulation.  

Input Signals 

The following table describes the input signals that the pedestrian hardware must provide. 

Input Value type 

Body forward direction Vector 

Walking relative speed Analog value from -1 to 1 

Lateral speed Analog value from -1 to 1 

Head look direction Vector 

Figure 8 – Input signals from the pedestrian hardware 

Software 

While being the most challenging in terms of hardware, pedestrian simulation is the easiest of all types 
of users. Traditional videogames have simulated walking and running for over 20 years, and most 
development engines already have an implementation of a pedestrian controller.  

In SimuSafe, the implementation will be adapted to use the omnidirectional treadmill and an HMD as 
the single sources of input.  

It will be possible to adjust the maximum walking velocity for each user, as well as the collision radius 
at which users will be stopped by adjacent elements in the simulation.  

Users may experience discomfort when walking straight into an obstacle due to the lack of feedback. 
This issue will be solved by blurring their view slightly once they collide against an obstacle, or if they 
move their head inside of another element in the simulation.  

5.4. Server Module Specifications 

5.4.1. ArchiSIM Module 

The ArchiSIM traffic simulation module is adapted by IFSTTAR using their previous versions of this 
software. This module acts as a server and is responsible for simulating the non-user actors that take 
part in the simulation (i.e. vehicles, not pedestrians). It will also host and integrate all the other actors, 
like user-controlled road users and simulated pedestrians. 

The simulation itself is hosted by the ArchiSIM module, which contains the full status of the virtual 
environment. Other modules will exchange information with ArchiSIM and then react to it, using a 
custom implementation of the client/server architecture (see Figure 8).  
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Figure 8 - The overall SimuSafe architecture 

The ArchiSIM process runs on a Windows computer. It can run in parallel to other processes or use a 
dedicated computer, depending on the observed performance of the system. The technical 
specifications of such a computer have not been set, but IFSTTAR reported that ArchiSIM is able to 
simulate up to 200 vehicles at over 100Hz, which should be more than enough to cover the needs of 
the project. 

For Cycle 3 a special functionality will be used, the traffic simulation will allow the inclusion of specific 
events in a specific situation for a traffic or pedestrian actor. The system allows us 1) to ensure 
reproducibility of some situations, and 2) to include comparable tests among different users which 
enable easier comparisons of the acquired results. 

5.4.2. SIMUSER Module 

The SIMUSER (SIMulator User SERver) module will be developed by ITCL and will be in charge of the 
part of the Simulator Environment that handles the users. The module is a software program which is 
able to run a simulation session for several users concurrently. The ability to have concurrent users is 
not required for Cycle 1, but it will be included regardless. This was decided after considering the extra 
work it would require to develop a first version without multi-user capabilities and then including said 
capabilities. 

SIMUSER consists of a centralised server process in one computer and one dedicated computer 
running a client process for each of the users in the simulation. The architecture of SIMUSER follows an 
authoritative server logic, where clients act like terminals and all calculations are done in the server 
and then displayed by the clients for a realistic and coherent behaviour of the dynamics/physics. As 
most of the physics engines are not fully determinative, slight differences in the computing the 
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calculus in each client would result in incoherent physics behaviour between clients. This architecture 
makes the project more complex, but more realistic, which is considered necessary for the project 
purpose. 

The software requirements for the SIMUSER server process are as follows: 

 The server must be able to run a Simulator Environment. 

 The SE must be updated at least 60 times per second. 

 It must be able to handle up to 6 concurrent users (3 car drivers, 1 motorbike rider, 1 cyclist, and 
1 pedestrian), but in order to future proof the system, 16 users should be allowed. 

 It must show an interface that will allow the person conducting the NSTs to configure the 
parameters for the simulation. 

 It needs to be able to show a management interface that will contain information about the 
simulation session in progress. 

 It must be able to record telemetry and sensor data in real time. 

 Each client has to be able to automatically upload to the IBM cloud the telemetry and the 
videos, including the encrypted video of the face of the user. 

 All dynamics simulation (car, motorbike, and bicycle) must run on the server for consistency. 

 The server needs to be able to run on a Windows operating system. 

 The server must be developed using Unity3D. 

The SIMUSER module communicates directly with IFSTTAR’s ArchiSIM module using a custom UDP 
protocol that allows for a fast interchange of information. 

5.4.3. Pedestrian Module 

The pedestrian module is comprised of two major sub-modules, responsible for simulating the 
behaviour of pedestrians: 

 Pedestrian Deliberation Sub-module: responsible for producing decisions whenever required by 
a pedestrian, based on their current intentions (ex.: “Crossing the street”), pedestrian 
perceptions (ex.: “Zebra, no traffic lights, one other pedestrian already crossing, no incoming 
car”) and pedestrian demographic data (ex.: “age”, “gender”, “profession”, etc.). This module is 
prone to changing its logic based on the insights from the first two cycles of studies. 

 Pedestrian Action Sub-module: responsible for the creation, destruction, 3D representation, 
animation and action of each of the pedestrians in a scene. Whenever a pedestrian identifies a 
decision is required (ex.: ”Where to go?”, “Is it safe to cross?”), it will start by collecting sensorial 
data of the world, sending it to the pedestrian deliberation module when it requires a decision, 
and acting out the decision provided by said module. 

Additionally, a component called Population Generator also exists that creates population JSON files 
that the Pedestrian Action Sub-module uses to instantiate populations in the simulation scene with the 
characteristics described in that file. This component is only accessible by the developer via scripting 
and exists solely to generate population files that the Pedestrian Action Sub-module will use in order 
to instantiate pedestrians with a given population’s demographic data. 
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Figure 9 - Overview of the Pedestrian Module 

As seen in Figure 9, there are several layers of communication between the sub-modules and other 
parts that constitute the SE. Namely 

 Pedestrian Deliberation Sub-Module -> Pedestrian Action Sub-Module, (via TCP socket) as it 
provides it with decisions; 

 Pedestrian Action Sub-Module -> Pedestrian Deliberation Sub-Module, (via TCP socket) 
requesting a new decision, providing it with perceptions, intention and contextual information 
as needed; 

 Pedestrian Action Sub-Module -> ArchiSIM, (via UDP socket) sending the positions of the 
pedestrians to the ArchiSIM simulator so that the agent-controlled vehicles are aware of the 
pedestrians currently in SIMUSER; 

 SIMUSER’s Simulation Scene -> Pedestrian Action Sub-Module (implicitly, via Unity), by 
querying the current elements in the scene so that each simulated pedestrian is able to collect 
perceptions and carry out actions. 

 Pedestrian Action Sub-Module -> SIMUSER’s Simulation Scene (implicitly, via Unity), by 
exposing data relative to each pedestrian and its state (position, action, animation) so that 
cockpit users and other entities in the simulation may be aware and interact with the 
pedestrians. 
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Figure 10 - Pedestrian Inter-Module Communication 

While the Pedestrian Deliberation Sub-module and the Population Generator component are detached 
from SIMUSER, the Pedestrian Action Sub-module with be required to run on the SIMUSER server, as it 
requires access to the 3D simulation scene and its elements for perceptions and actions. The 
Pedestrian Deliberation Sub-module, however, is executed as a server, allowing it to be deployed 
across different machines or multiple instances of it to be ran as needed (Figure 10). 

Figure 10 highlights the flexibility of the current approach: it is possible to have a single instance of the 
Pedestrian Actor Sub-Module and the Pedestrian Deliberation Sub-Module to function in the same 
machine (see Computer 1 in Figure 10) or to have the pedestrians’ deliberation process required by a 
single Pedestrian Actor Sub-module to be distributed across different processes (see Computer 2 in 
Figure 10) or different machines in the same network (see Computer 3 in Figure 10). Currently, a 
computer equipped with an Intel 7700k processor, 16GB of RAM and an NVIDIA 1080 GTX graphics 
card can handle approximately 100 simulated pedestrians in the Simulation while keeping a real-time 
simulation performance (approximately 12-16ms of total frame time). 

The software requirements for the Pedestrian Module are: 

 The same requirements that of the SIMUSER server (as the Pedestrian Actor Sub-Module is 
executed in the SIMUSER server). 

 Python 3.6 for the execution of the Pedestrian Deliberation Sub-Module server. 

 In case the Pedestrian Deliberation Sub-Module server is not running in the same physical 
machine that of the SIMUSER server, both machines must have two UDP ports open and 
accessible to one another. 

5.5. Sensorisation and data acquisition in the SE 

The SIMUSER module is expected to be able to generate sensor data related to its users, in a format 
and frequency comparable to those generated by the real-life users. 

As explained in this document, the SIMUSER server is responsible for calculating all the dynamics and 
events in the simulation. Therefore, it will be the server who calculates and generates the simulated 
sensor data. However, data from the NRT also includes video, which cannot be generated by the 
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SIMUSER server. Each client will be responsible for capturing the content of the screens in order to 
simulate the road cameras, as well as recording the face of the user with a webcam. 

The specific sensors, the data they generate, and their frequency and format are defined in Deliverable 
4.2 for the Naturalistic Driving Tests. The changes that need to be made to that data in the simulators 
are explained under Deliverable 4.4. 

The simulators will generate at least the following data: 

 GPS data, considering that the virtual environment does not correspond to a real location. 

 IMU data, used to calculate acceleration and velocity, both linear and angular. 

 Smart Camera data. 

 Road video. 

 User video. 

 Generic telemetry data per vehicle. 

 Events of interest as defined by all partners: roundabouts, turning left in junctions, sudden 
accelerations, pedestrian crossings. 

 

Once the data is generated, it is uploaded to the same data platform as real-life data, making it 
available for the relevant partners. The process of uploading this information is similar to the way it is 
done in the NRTs as technically possible, given the large differences in hardware and software used. 
The telemetry information is uploaded to the IBM Cloud automatically, more information can be found 
in deliverable D3.4. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
The definition of specifications for the simulators has gone through several iterations till the current 
configuration that allows the consortium to conduct all the three cycles and to extract all the 
telemetry and information needed.  

The most relevant changes coming from tests have been the change from using HMDs in powered 
two-wheelers and bicycles to using a three-screen setup. In-house testing made it clear that using 
HMDs would produce discomfort and sickness to almost all users. Removing the ability to look behind 
from two-wheeler drivers was considered as an acceptable price to pay. 

Given the complexity of simulating leaning, centripetal forces, inertia, balance, and counter steering, 
the behaviour of two-wheeled vehicles will not reach high realism at any point during the project. 
However, all partners agree that users will adapt quickly to the controls and that the way they interact 
with other road users should be similar to reality.  

Once the simulator data is collected and compared against naturalistic driving data, it should be clear 
what the largest differences are between real-life tests and simulation tests. This information will be 
used to implement changes and/or improvements in both the simulation cockpits and the software. 


